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Our areas of specialization:
Comparative policy analysis•	
Political economics•	
Welfare states in comparison•	
Communication and political leadership•	
Transformations of policy and economy•	

Teaching Research Consulting

One of our most important areas of research is policy analysis: 
We examine why political solutions come about in certain 
forms and what consequences these outcomes have in society. 
Diff erent policy areas provide the background for this research. 
Our staff  members have conducted a multitude of projects on 
behalf of varying partners over the years, e.g. on social policies, 
labor market, education and innovation policy. Additional 
research activities have focused on interest mediation, citizens’ 
involvement, political parties and organizational analysis. Our 
research division also produces the WIP Working Papers
- available at http://www.wip-online.org - which illustrates some 
of the current topics we are persuing.

Political science lives in dialogue – between 
science and society! We extend our expertise 
to those who would like to make use of 
our professional advice on the intersection 
between economy and politics. Our consulting 
is based upon and supported within a 
vast network of international foundations, 
companies, organizations and state 
institutions.

Political science between
science & society

Political science between
theory & practice

Political science lives in dialogue – between 
theory and practice! Our research is on a 
wealth of issues: Welfare states, political 
economies in democracies and autocracies, 
applied policy analysis, federal states, political 
communication and leadership in parties and 
political organizations. Our research is more 
often than not comparative and is recognized 
internationally.

Our division’s teaching team has published relevant manuscripts 
and textbooks on organizational analysis, welfare states in 
comparison, and economic policy. We strive to combine 
practical relevance and research in education. When students 
are in the last phases of their degrees, the connection between 
university and vocational career is especially crutial. Students 
benefi t from the synergy of creative initiative and commitment 
which is fostered between themselves and their advisors. 
Our division prioritizes current topics for degree completion 
requirements and provides capable and timely support.

Political science between 
teachers & students

Political science lives in dialogue – between 
teachers and students. Theory as well as 
practice are important for our teaching.

We aim to impart the methodological basics of scientifi c 
research in our courses while also maintaining the connection 
to actual politics and current events. For this reason, our 
research division is represented by many lecturers with practical 
experience. We organize regular fi eld research seminars and 
excursions on timely issues with input from experts in politics, 
the media and the economy.




